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*e spread of Edge Internet of *ings (IoT) radically changes our lifestyle. However, the multimedia services in edge IoTare
still stuck by inefficiency. *e dynamic typologies perplex the transmission of massive real-time data. To solve this problem,
multipath transmission control protocol (MPTCP) which has a natural advantage in transmission robustness and
bandwidth aggregation is becoming a good choice. In this paper, failure-aware and delay-predicted multipath virtual queue
scheduling (FD-MVQS) is proposed to optimize the MPTCP performance in edge IoT. FD-MVQS constructs a two-plane
cooperative scheduling system. In the control plane, the transmission failure estimation and chaos theory-based arrival
delay prediction methods are introduced to provide the foundation for prescheduling. In the data plane, the multipath
virtual queue scheduling is designed to allocate segments to different subflows. Simulation results showed that the proposed
FD-MVQS performed better than standard and typical multipath transmission solutions in throughput, delay, and
segment disorder.

1. Introduction

Recently, edge IoT experiences a rapid development
benefiting from the advances in communication technolo-
gies (e.g., 5G and 801.11ax) [1, 2]. *anks to this, the
multimedia services such as self-driving, video surveillance,
and augmented reality are also more and more applied in
edge IoT. However, the transmission in edge IoT is still
facing the problems of low throughput and unreliability
caused by the complex and changeable networks [3]. *e
transmission requirements of multimedia services are often
not met. *e multipath transmission control protocol
(MPTCP) standardized in RFC8684 [4] gives a new solution.
Figure 1 illustrates a typical multipath transmission scenario
in edge IoT. MPTCP can create multiple subflows between
the edge server and the consumer through different network
interfaces. *e bandwidths of different networks are ag-
gregated by transmitting data concurrently. *e transmis-
sion robustness can also be improved compared with the

single-path protocol for the reason that traffic can be
transferred to other subflows when some subflows get into
error. However, the node diversity in edge IoT makes the
bandwidth and delay of subflows to be quite different which
leads to massive disordered segments. *ese segments will
deplete the limited receiver buffer and result in throughput
degradation.*us, scheduling the segments among subflows
is a very important issue for multipath transmission.

*e default scheduling algorithm of the MPTCP is
LowRTT [5] which will allocate segments to the subflowwith
lowest round-trip time (RTT). LowRTTperforms well in the
networks with small subflow delay gap and low packet-loss
rate but is not suitable for edge IoT. *e limitations of
LowRTT can be formulated as follows:

(1) Fail unaware: RTT allocates the segments without
considering the transmission failure. *e congestion
and link error can both lead to the transmission
failure. *ese segments must be retransmitted
according to the MPTCP, which introduces new
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transmission delay. Besides, the congestion algo-
rithms of the MPTCP will decrease the congestion
window (cwnd) when transmission failure occurs,
which reduces the number of segments transmitted
in the next round.

(2) Delay estimation lag: LowRTT records the RTT of
each subflow and firstly transmits segments on the
subflow with the lowest RTT. However, RTTchanges
frequently in edge IoT. *e RTT estimation lags and
cannot reflect the future delay of subflows. Besides,
the transmission in edge IoT is usually asymmetric
which means the arrival and return delays of seg-
ments are quite different. It is not accurate to esti-
mate the segment arrival order based on RTT.

(3) Sender window constraint: MPTCP is an extension
of the TCP and inherits the sliding window mech-
anism.*e sender window (swnd) limits the segment
amount that one subflow can continuously send in
one transmission round (TR, the time between a
subflow transmitting all segments in the swnd and
receiving the corresponding acknowledgments). In
edge IoT, the duration of TR varies among subflows.
When the duration gap is huge enough, the subflow
with lowest RTTmay finish several TRs, while others
are still in the first one. *us, a large number of out-
of-order segments will be generated.

To improve the performance of LowRTT, many solu-
tions have been proposed. Hurtig et al. [6] intruded two new
scheduling algorithms: the block estimation (BLEST)
scheduler which aims to reduce buffer blocking and the
shortest transmission time first (STTF) scheduler which tries
to minimise the transmission time of each segment. How-
ever, these two solutions do not consider the influence of
transmission failure. DPSAF [7] considered window changes
of the congestion control algorithm and utilized maximum
likelihood estimation to estimate the segments on all sub-
flows and determine the scheduling value. Nevertheless,
DPSAF still lacks the prediction of the transmission delay.

Also, our team previously proposed some solutions in [8–11]
which optimize the multipath scheduling separately through
path quality estimation, network coding, and cross-layer
perception. However, all the above solutions are on the basis
of standard protocol and do not break the sender window
constraint.

To address the shortages of the above solutions, a fail-
aware and delay-predicted multipath virtual queue sched-
uling (FD-MVQS) is designed in this paper. Specifically, the
contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

(i) Build a two-plane multipath scheduling framework
and break the three limitations of LowRTT through
the cooperative scheduling of control and data
planes.

(ii) Propose a transmission failure estimation (TFE)
model in the control plane, which considers the
relative parameters and evaluates the transmission
factor.

(iii) Develop a chaos theory-based arrival delay pre-
diction (CTADP) method in the control plane,
which extracts the features of the arrival delays and
calculates the future values.

(iv) Design a multipath virtual queue scheduling
(MVQS) algorithm in the data plane, which breaks
the swnd constraint through the virtual queue (VQ)
scheme and allocates segments based on their
transmission delays.

(v) Test FD-MVQS in different edge IoT scenarios.
Simulation results show that compared with other
scheduling schemes, FD-MVQS can effectively
improve the performance of multipath transmission
in terms of throughput, delay, and segment
disorder.

*e remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes related works. *e system design of FD-
MVQS is given in Section 3. Section 4 details the TFE, ADP,
and MVQS modules of FD-MVQS. Simulation testing
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Figure 1: *e typical multipath transmission scenario in edge IoT.
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results and discussion are included in Section 5. *e con-
clusions and future work are provided in Section 6.

2. Related Works

*is section firstly gives a brief introduction to the typical
transmission in edge IoT problems and introduces some
typical solutions.*en, themultipath scheduling solutions are
focused. Finally, the shortages of these solutions are analyzed,
and the design principle of FD-MVQS is shortly described.

2.1. Transmission in Edge IoT. Benefitting from the advances
in edge IoT, the requests of consumers can be processed
nearby instead of being transmitted to the remote data
centres. Edge IoT can effectively reduce the data processing
delay and the transmission pressure of the central network.
However, the number of IoT nodes is experiencing a dra-
matic increase which means massive real-time data. *e
efficient transmission of these data in heterogeneous and
time-varying IoT networks is still challenging.

To improve the transmission efficiency of edge IoT,
many attempts have been made. Yi and Cai [12] focused on
the delay-constrained transmission in IoT-based healthcare
networks and proposed a mechanism in the gateway to meet
the priority awareness and the delay constraints of medical
packet. Shan et al. [13] considered limited energy resources
in wireless IoTand proposed a two-step approach which can
minimise the energy consumption of the IoT device under
the delay constraint. *e authors of [14] designed two
adaptive models to solve the optimization of the trans-
mission path and the network topology in the network layer
of the IoT system. Li et al. [15] combined the software-
defined network (SDN) and edge computing (EC) to im-
prove the performance of data exchange with different delay
flows among different smart devices. Suzuki et al. [16]
proposed an application-oriented optical transmission
control under the SDN/NFV-based edge IoT to enhance
computational efficiency. Sodhro et al. [17] aimed to obtain
better QoS during multimedia transmission in V2V edge
computing platforms and suggested an optimal algorithm
based on the analysis of energy efficiency, battery charge
consumption, and packet loss. Pace et al. [18] tried to use the
artificial intelligence methods to solve the increasing density
of transmission in edge IoT and introduced an exemplary
case study where machine learning is successfully used to
find the delicate balance between the spectrum and the
energy efficiency. In [19], the transmission security in IoT
was discussed and a chaotic secure communication scheme
was detailed based on the synchronization of different-
structure fractional-order chaotic systems with different
orders.

However, the above solutions are all concentrated on the
single-path transmission, and the multipath transmission
which has advantages in bandwidth aggregation and ro-
bustness has been ignored.

2.2. Multipath Scheduling Schemes. In [4], the Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF) standardises a TCP

Extensions for Multipath Operation with Multiple Ad-
dresses named MPTCP. MPTCP provides the ability to
simultaneously use multiple paths between peers by
extending the TCP head options. MPTCP provides the same
type of service to applications as TCP (i.e., a reliable byte
stream) but performs better in throughput and reliability
which is more suitable for IoT environments. However, the
transmission efficiency of the MPTCP is still limited by the
scheduling algorithms.

To optimize the scheduling strategies of the MPTCP,
different researchers have given their solutions.*e authors of
[20] designed a subflow allocation algorithm for the MPTCP
in heterogeneous wireless networks to make a tradeoff be-
tween energy efficiency and video quality. Hwang et al. [21]
proposed a fast coupled retransmissionmechanismwhich can
forward the segments from the congested flow onto the
noncongested flow and quickly retransmit them and reduce
the out-of-order segments. In [22], the authors leveraged the
ECN (explicit congestion notification) mechanism to detect
shared bottlenecks among subflows and designed a shared
bottleneck-based scheduling scheme which can distribute
segments according to the window size changes of each
subflow and prevent throughput degradation due to out-of-
order packets. Pokhrel and Choi [23] focused on the mul-
tipath transmission in high packet-loss rate and time-varying
wireless networks and used the load balancing and forward
error correction (FEC) to solve the out-of-order problem.*e
authors of [24] identified the limitations of MPTCP sched-
ulers for thin streams and presented a MPTCP scheduling
algorithm which can actively probe unused subflows and
timely update the one-way delay information.

3. System Overview

*is section gives a brief description of the proposed FD-
MVQS solution. As shown in Figure 2, the sender com-
municates with the receiver throughmultiple subflows in the
heterogeneous edge wireless networks. FD-MVQS contains
three modules: multipath virtual queue scheduling (MVQS),
transmission failure estimation (TFE), and chaos theory-
based arrival delay prediction (CTADP), which are all
marked by rounded rectangles. *ese modules work on data
and control planes, respectively. To distinguish the segment
status, we use some squares with different textures and make
the solid arrows indicate the data flow, while the dotted
arrows indicate the control flow.

In the data plane, the data flow of FD-MVQS is as
follows: when getting data from the application layer, the
sender will firstly segment them according to the negotiated
maximum segment size (MSS). *en, these segments will be
assigned a data sequence number (DSN). *e numbered
segment will be allocated to different subflow virtual queues
(VQ) in the MVQS modules according to the time factor Ti

transmitted from the control plane. After that, each subflow
will independently transmit the segments in its VQ as TCP
does. Finally, these segments will arrive at the receiver
through different subflows and be delivered to the appli-
cation layer after the reassembling in the receiver buffer.
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In the control plane, the control flow of FD-MVQS is as
follows: receiving segments from one subflow every time, the
receiver will evaluate the arrival delay (AD) and feed it back
along with acknowledgment (ACK) segments. When re-
ceiving ACK, the sender will firstly update the round-trip
time (RTT) samples. *e sender will also update packet-loss
interval samples when packet loss occurs. Based on these
parameters, the TFE module will calculate the congestion
factor φi, and the CTADP module will give the predicted
arrival delay (PAD)i. Finally, φi and PADi will coinstruct the
VQ scheduling by influencing the calculation of Ti.

*rough the cooperation of data and control planes, FD-
MVQS achieves a closed-loop control chain which is illus-
trated in Figure 3. *e control loop of FD-MVQS consists of
six parts: analysis, action, policy, event, environment, and
sense. In the analysis period, the sender will calculate the
predicted arrival delay and sense the transmission failure.
*en, the results will be given to the action procedure where
segments will be scheduled following the virtual queue policy.
After that, the event that segments is multipath transmitted
through the environment of heterogeneous edge IoT net-
works. *en, the transmission failure will be reestimated
according to the changed subflow status. *is control loop
improves the adaption of FD-MVQS to dynamic networks.

4. FD-MVQS Design

*is section details the proposed FD-MVQS method and,
respectively, introduces the TFE, CTADP, and MVQS
modules.

4.1. Transmission Failure Estimation. In this section, we
introduce the transmission failure estimation model. Let R �

1, 2, . . . , r{ } be the subflow set of a multipath transmission
connection. For each i ∈ R, the proposed TFE model is
formulated as

φi �
1

1 + μ]− 1− ρi( )·σi·ci

, (1)

where φi is the transmission factor, τi is the parameter to
reflect the features of RTT, and ci is the parameter to de-
scribe the swnd state. σi and ci evaluate the transmission
state from two different perspectives. ρi is the packet-loss
rate which reflects the state of networks. *e parameters μ
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and ] are constants which determine the offset and sensi-
tivity of the TFE model, respectively.

*e RTT parameter σi in equation (1) is defined as

σi �
srtti
srtti′

, (2)

where srtti and srtti′ are the latest and last smooth round-trip
time (SRTT), respectively. For each ACK on subflow i, srtt
can be updated through

srtti � (1 − c) · srtti′ + c · rtti, (3)

where rtti is the newly observed RTT of subflow i. With the
help of the TCP timestamp option standardized in RFC7323
[25], the sender can get a new RTTsample of subflow i when
receiving new ACK from it. c is the smooth factor which
determines the weight of new samples.

*e swnd parameter ci in equation (1) is defined as

ci �
swndi

swndtopi

, (4)

where swndi is the sender window of subflow i. According to
RFC5681 [26], we have swndi � min[rwndi, cwndi]. rwndi

and cwndi in the formulation denote the receiver window
and congestion window of subflow i, respectively. Due to the
congestion control algorithms and receiver buffer changes,
swndi will experience many fluctuations during the lifetime
of subflow i. swndtopi is the average of top values that swndi

has reached before dropping which can reflect the maximum
capacity of the current subflow and avoid the error caused by
random events. Additionally, to facilitate the calculation, we
use MSS (maximum segment size) as the measure unit of
cwnd, rwnd, and swnd and adopt the following equation to
calculate the average value:

Aj �
Aj− 1 · (j − 1) + Aj

j
, (5)

where j is the number of samples and Aj is the result of the
jth sampling. Aj and Aj− 1 are the average values after jth
and j − 1 sampling, respectively. *is recursive formula can
save the storage resources and reflect the changes in real
time.

*e packet-loss rate ρi in equation (1) can be expressed as

ρi � ρic + ρie, (6)

where ρic is the packet-loss rate caused by congestion. When
queuing segments in the bottleneck route exceed the
threshold, random early detection (RED) [27] will drop the
incoming segments randomly. ρie is the packet-loss rate
caused by the link error or terminal mobility which can be
seen as a random variable that follows normal distribution.
From equation (6), we can know that the packet-loss rate ρi

changes with time. In order to calculate ρi, the maximum
likelihood estimation method was adopted. In the trans-
mission, the interval between every two packet-losses of
subflow i can be sampled as Di � d1

i , d2
i , . . . , ds

i . s is the

sample size. *e conditional probability of the kth sample
can be formulated as

p d
k
i |ρi  � 1 − ρi( 

Ni · ρi, (7)
where Ni is the number of segments successfully transmitted
through subflow i during dk. Ni can be estimated by

Ni �
d

k
i

srtti
· swndi. (8)

Based on the packet-loss interval set D, the likelihood
function of ρi can be formulated as

L ρi(  � p D|ρi(  � p d
1
i , d

2
i , . . . , d

s
i |ρi  � 

s

k�1
p d

k
i |ρi .

(9)

*us, the maximum likelihood estimator of ρi can be
expressed as

ρi � argmax
ρi



s

k�1
p d

k
i |ρi ⎛⎝ ⎞⎠. (10)

To facilitate the analysis, the logarithmic likelihood
function is defined:

H ρi(  � ln L ρi( (  � ln 
s

k�1
p d

k
i |ρi ⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ � 

s

k�1
ln p d

k
i |ρi  .

(11)

According to equation (11), ρi can be calculated through

ρi � argmax
ρi



s

k�1
ln p d

k
i |ρi  ⎛⎝ ⎞⎠. (12)

Summarily, for each subflow i, the packet-loss rate can be
estimated as

ρi �
0, s � 0,

ρi, s≥ 1.
 (13)

Algorithm 1 gives the specific process of transmission
factor estimation. During the transmission, the TFE model
updates the transmission factor φ of each subflow. When
different signals are detected, the parameters will be updated
which leads to the changes in φ. *e multipath virtual queue
scheduling algorithm can inquire the value of φ when
necessary.

4.2. Chaos 5eory-Based Arrival Delay Prediction. In the
MPTCP, the standard RTTcalculated by the sender includes
three main parts: the time between the segments leaving the
sender and arriving at the receiver (AD), the time that the
receiver processes these segments (processing delay, PD),
and the time that the ACKs of these segments return from
the receiver to the sender (returning delay, RD). Traditional
scheduling algorithm uses the RTT to evaluate the trans-
mission speed of different subflows and select the fastest one
to transmit segments. However, this means usually
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engenders a great error because of the existence of PD and RD.
Especially in the dynamic edge IoT networks, the AD and PD
are with huge difference due to the changes of the network
topology. *erefore, AD is taken as an important parameter to
estimate the arrival order of segments. Taking the advantage of
the TCP timestamp option, when receiving one segment, the
receiver can calculate the AD of subpath i by

ADi � ri − si, (14)

where ri is the time of receiving this segment and si is the
segment sending time carried by the TCP timestamp option.
It is important to note that ADi is the relative time due to the
system time asynchrony of the sender and receiver. Since we
only compare the ADs of different subflows with each other,
the relative time is enough.

In the transmission, AD usually changes due to the
congestion and randomness of networks. It is not accurate to
estimate the segment arrival order based on the existing AD
samples. *us, the chaos theory is used to predict the AD for
each subflow i. In the transmission, the AD time series can be
obtained: ADi � AD1

i ,AD2
i , . . . ,ADn

i , n is the sample size.
To simplify the calculation, the log arrival delay is employed:
LADi � l1i , l3i , . . . , lni , where lni � ln(ADn

i − min(ADi) + 1).
With the chaos theory, the phase-space reconstruction of
time series is as follows:

Y1 Y2 . . . YX  �

l
1
i l

2
i . . . l

X
i

l
1+τ
i l

2+τ
i . . . l

X+τ
i

l
1+2τ
i l

2+2τ
i . . . l

X+2τ
i

⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮
l
1+(m− 1)τ
i l

2+(m− 1)τ
i . . . l

X+(m− 1)τ
i

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

,

(15)

where m is the embedded dimension, τ is the coordinate
delay time, Y is the phase point, and X is the number of
phase points, which can be calculated by

X � n − (m − 1)τ. (16)

According to Tackens embedding theorems [28], the
m-dimensional phase space can be found in the sense of
topology invariance if m≥ 2m′ + 1. m′ is the relevance di-
mension of time series, which can be obtained through the
G-P algorithm [29].

Based on the phase-space reconstruction, the weighted
first-order local prediction method was used to estimate the
next phase point. Let Ym

i be the central point and Yma
i (a �

1, 2, . . . , h) be the set of adjacent points. h is the number of
adjacent points. *e distance between Ym

i and Yma
i is

expressed as disa
i . dis

min
i is the minimum value of disa

i . *e
weight of Yma

i can be formulated as

(1) Initialize: subflow set R, packet-loss interval set D � ∅, the packet-loss time t � 0, the last packet-loss time t′ � 0.
(2) while transmission not end do
(3) for each i ∈ R do
(4) if swndi dropping then
(5) Get new swndtopi � swndi;
(6) Update swndtopi

according to equation (5)
(7) if packet-loss occurs in subflowi then
(8) if D �� ∅ then
(9) Get the packet-loss time t

(10) Add t to D;
(11) else
(12) t′←t;
(13) Get the packet-loss time t;
(14) Calculate d � t − t′;
(15) Add d to D

(16) if receive new ACK on subflow i then
(17) Get new rtti, swndi;
(18) srrti′←srtti;
(19) Updated srtti according to equation (3)
(20) Calculate σi according to equation (2);
(21) Calculate ci according to equation (4);
(22) Calculate ρi according to equation (12);
(23) Update φi according to equation (1);

ALGORITHM 1: Transmission factor estimation.
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P
a
i �

exp − b disa
i − dismin

i  


h
a�1 exp − b disa

i − dismin
i  

, (17)

where b is the parameter. When b � 1, the weighted first-
order fitting can be expressed as

Yma+1
i � αe + βYma

i , a � 1, 2, . . . , q, (18)

where e � (1, 1, . . . , 1)T, α and β are fit coefficients, and
Yma+1

i is the predicted value of Yma
i . According to the least

square method, the value of α and β can be obtained from



h

a�1
P

a
i Yma+1

i − αe + β · Yma
i 

2
� min . (19)

Based on the above analysis, the predicted arrival delay
PADi can be obtained by

PADi � ADl+1
i � YX+1

i (m). (20)

4.3. Multipath Virtual Queue Scheduling. In this section, the
multipath virtual queue scheduling (MVQS) is detailed
which can effectively ensure that segments reach the receiver
in order based on the failure estimation and delay prediction
proposed in Sections 4.1 and 4.2.

Figure 4 illustrates the proposed virtual queue (VQ)
scheme. In a multipath connection, subflows transmit
segments concurrently. For each subflow in one multipath
connection, a VQ is maintained. *e VQ length of subflow i

is qi. *e segments in VQ can be sent sequentially in one or
more rounds. In each transmission round, the number of
segments will be sent is swndi. If no packet loss occurs, the
segments transmitted in one round will reach the receiver
together. swndi usually changes with the transmission round
due to the congestion control algorithm. For example, swndi

will be larger if all segments in the last round are transmitted
successfully or be smaller if packet loss occurs. *us, the
transmission failure possibility must be considered when
constructing the VQ.*e TFEmodel proposed in Section 4.1
can help to determine the length of VQ. Besides, the seg-
ments in VQ will only be sent when the segments of front
rounds are all ACKed.*e PAD estimated in Section 4.2 can
be used as an important parameter to determine the segment
order in VQ.

To sum up, the time factor Ti is denoted to predict the
transmission delay of different subflows (the delay before
new segments reach the receiver). Ti is related to VQ length
qi. When qi < swndi, the new segments can be transmitted
immediately. *us, Ti � PADi. When qi ≥ swndi, Ti can be
calculated by

Ti � PADi + 1 +
qi − swndi

Wi

  · srtti, (21)

where Wi is the window factor that assesses the segments
sent in one round. We make

Wi � 1 − φi(  · swndi + η · φi · swndi. (22)

Parameter η is the decrease factor of multipath con-
gestion control algorithms when congestion is found and is
0.5 for the standard MPTCP.

In summary, Ti of VSQi is represented as

Ti �

PADi if qi < swndi,

PADi + 1 +
qi − swndi

Wi

  · srtti if qi ≥ swndi.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(23)

During the multipath transmission, the MVQS main-
tains a VQ for each subflow. If there are unallocated seg-
ments, MVQS will cyclically calculate the transmission delay
T of each VQ and allocate segments to the VQ with min-
imum T. When detecting new ACK or packet loss, the
parameters need to be updated which will lead to changes in
T. More details of MSAS are shown in Algorithm 2.

After the allocation, subflows will transmit the segments
in their VQ as TCP does. *anks to the transmission failure
estimation and delay prediction, the idle bandwidth of
different subflows will be better aggregated, and the out-of-
order problem will be effectively suppressed.

5. Performance Evaluation

*is section evaluates the throughput, RTT, and segment
disorder performances of FD-MVQS by comparing it with
LowRTT [6] and DPSAF [7] in different scenarios.

5.1. Simulation Setup. Testing has been carried out using
Network Simulator version 3 which installed the MPTCP
implementation published by Kashif [30]. *e experiment
topology considers a heterogeneous edge IoT network en-
vironment which is illustrated in Figure 5. A mobile con-
sumer requests multimedia data from an edge server via
three subpaths. To imitate the performance differences
among network interfaces in the real environment, different
parameters are set for these three paths, as shown in Table 1.

Besides, the variable bit rate (VBR) with Pareto distri-
bution was also been leveraged to imitate background flow in
real transmission. *e VBR generates the cross-traffic which
flows through the three subpaths to arrive at the sink. 90% of
the cross-packets are carried by the TCP, while the rest 10%
are carried by UDP. *e packet sizes are chosen as follows:
49% are 44 bytes, 1.2% are 576 bytes, 2.1% are 628 bytes,
1.7% are 1300 bytes, and 46% are 1500 bytes according to the
results of the VBR. *e proportion of cross-traffic for each
subpath varies from 0 to 50%.

Based on the results of pretesting, the other parameter
settings of FD-MVQS are as follows: in the transmission
failure estimation model, μ � 10, ] � 0.8, and λ � 0.125.

5.2. Simulation Results. *e simulation results of fixed and
dynamic parameters are shown separately.
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(1) Initialize: subflow set R, transmission delay T, virtual wueue VQ.
(2) while there are unallocated segments do
(3) if receive new ACK from subslow i then
(4) Get new swndi, rtti
(5) Update srtti according to equation (3)
(6) Update φi with the feedback of Algorithm 1
(7) Update PADi according to equation (20)
(8) Update Wi according to equation (22)
(9) if packet loss occurs in subflow i then
(10) Get new swndi;
(11) Update φi with the feedback of Algorithm 1
(12) Update Wi according to equation (22)
(13) for each i ∈ R do
(14) Calculate Ti according to equation (23)
(15) Find the subflow i with minimum T

(16) if qi < swndi then
(17) if undistributed segments <swndi − qi then
(18) Allocate all undistributed segment to VQi

(19) else
(20) Allocate swndi − qi segments to VQi

(21) Update qi

(22) else
(23) if undistributed segments <swndi then
(24) Allocate all undistributed segment to VQi

(25) else
(26) Allocate swndi segments to VQi

(27) Update qi

ALGORITHM 2: Multipath virtual queue scheduling.
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Figure 5: *e FD-MVQS system architecture.
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5.2.1. Performance in Fixed Parameters. *e network pa-
rameters were firstly fixed by setting the receiver buffer as
128 kB and WiMAX loss rate as 0.1.

Figure 6 shows the throughput comparison of FD-
MVQS, DPSAF, and LowRTT. Figure 6(a) displays the
throughput tested in the receiver. From the figure, we can
know that the throughput fluctuates over time due to
congestion control algorithms and packet loss. However, the
throughput of FD-MVQS is higher than DPSAF most of the
time and higher than LowRTT all the time. To quantify the
difference, the CDFs of throughput are illustrated in
Figure 6(b). We can see that about 50% sampled throughput
are over 80Mbps, while it is only about 5% for DPSAF. All
throughput samples of LowRTT are below 68Mbps. *is is
owing to that the FD-MVQS estimates the transmission
failure. Based on the estimation results, the server can
transfer traffic to subflows with better performance more
quickly and reduce the failure possibility. Besides, the arrival
delay prediction can effectively help the scheduler to inhibit
the disorder problem. *e continuous ACKs from the re-
ceiver make the swnd grow faster.

Figure 7 shows the RTT comparison of FD-MVQS,
DPSAF, and LowRTT. Figure 7(a) displays the RTT samples
calculated by the sender when receiving ACKs. From the

figure, we can know that the fluctuation of RTT is drastic
during the transmission which is owing to the change in the
queuing delay of different routing nodes and retransmission.
*e CDFs of RTT are illustrated in Figure 7(b) to quantify
the difference. We can see that about 80% RTT samples of
FD-MVQS are below 190ms, while the DPSAF is about 46%,
and LowRTT is about 25%. *is is the result of virtual queue
scheduling which can break the swnd constraint and allocate
segments to the subflow with the shortest transmission time.
*ese segments can sequentially arrive at the consumer and
be acknowledged more quickly which reduces the sampled
RTTs.

Figure 8 shows the comparison of disordered segments
which are calculated by the receiver. From the figure, we can
know that the disordered segments of FD-MVQS are sig-
nificantly less than DPSAF and LowRTT. Benefitting of the
virtual queue scheduling, the number of disordered seg-
ments of FD-MVQS is mainly under 10 during the trans-
mission. *e DPSAF samples are mainly under 24, and
LowRTT even has samples higher than 100. FD-MVQS can
decrease the disordered segments by about 60 percent
compared with DPSAF and about 90 percent compared with
LowRTT.*e smaller the number of disordered segments is,
the faster the arrived segments will be delivered to the

Table 1: Parameters in simulation.

Parameters Path A Path B Path C
Access technology WiMAX WiFi Cellular
Access bandwidth 40Mbps 40Mbps 80Mbps
Default access delay 20ms 20ms 20ms
Default server delay 10ms 10ms 10ms
Edge delay 40ms 60ms 100ms
Loss rate 0.1-0.2 0.1 0.05
Link bandwidth 100Mbps 100Mbps 100Mbps
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Figure 6: Comparison of throughput. (a) *e throughput fluctuation. (b) *e CDF of throughput.
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application layer which can effectively improve the con-
sumer experience.

5.2.2. Performance in Dynamic Parameters. To test the
performance of FD-MVQS in different scenarios, we change
the receiver buffer and loss rate of the WiMAX path and
compare the average throughput, RTT, and retransmission
rate.

Figure 9 shows the average throughput comparison of
FD-MVQS, DPSAF, and LowRTT in different receiver

buffers. From the figure, we can see that the average
throughput of all three solutions increases with the receiver
buffer. *ere are two main reasons: (1) a small receiver buffer
will limit the growth of the sender window; (2) when the
receiver buffer is depleted by the out-of-order segments, these
segments will be dropped and must be retransmitted by the
server. Besides, we can also know that the average throughput
of FD-MVQS is higher than the other two solutions, especially
in smaller buffer size. When the buffer size is 128 kB, the
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Figure 7: Comparison of RTT. (a) *e RTT fluctuation. (b) *e CDF of RTT.
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throughput of FD-MVQS, DPSAF, and LowRTT is separately
about 80Mbps, 70Mbps, and 55Mbps. FD-MVQS improves
throughput by about 14 percent compared with DPSAF and
about 45 percent compared with LowRTT.

Figure 10 shows the average RTT comparison of FD-
MVQS, DPSAF, and LowRTT in different receiver buffers.
From the figure, we can see that the average RTTof all three
solutions decreases with the receiver buffer. *is is because
that the higher buffer can reduce the number of segments
dropped by the receiver and avoid the transmission time
introduced by retransmission. Besides, we can also see that
the average RTT of FD-MVQS is lower than DPSAF and
LowRTT in different buffer sizes. Compared with DPSAF,
FD-MVQS can separately decrease the average RTT by

about 5.59%, 4.88%, 5.49%, and 5.65%. Compared with
LowRTT, FD-MVQS can separately decrease the average
RTT by about 9.21%, 9.25%, 9.75%, and 10.16%.

To simulate the changeable networks in edge IoT, we
tried to improve the loss rate of theWiMAX path from 0.1 to
0.2. *e results are shown in Figure 11. *e retransmission
rates are calculated by numre/numall, where numre is the
number of segments being retransmitted and numall is the
total number of segments being transmitted. From the
figure, we can know that FD-MVQS has a lower retrans-
mission rate in different loss rates. Compared with DPSAF,
FD-MVQS can separately decrease the retransmission rate
by about 53.61%, 54.58%, 57.05%, 58.07%, 57.84%, and
58.07%. Compared with LowRTT, FD-MVQS can separately
decrease the retransmission rate by about 83.31%, 82.01%,
82.16%, 81.68%, 81.48%, and 81.54%. *is is because that
FD-MVQS can transfer segments to a better path more
quickly through transmission failure estimation and avoid
disordered segments by arrival delay prediction. Both of
these can decrease the retransmission rate.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

*is paper proposes a failure-aware and delay-predicted
multipath virtual queue scheduling (FD-MVQS) for mul-
timedia transmission in edge IoT. In the control plane, the
proposed transmission failure estimation model and chaos
theory-based arrival delay prediction method can give an
evaluation to the multiple subflows. Based on this, the
multipath virtual queue scheduling algorithm can effectively
allocate the segment with the transmission time in the data
plane. *e simulation-based testing results show FD-MVQS
performs better than two alternative solutions in terms of
throughput, RTT, and disordered segments in different
scenarios. Since this paper concentrates only on the mul-
tipath scheduling, future work will study the effect of diverse
congestion control strategies in conjunction with FD-
MVQS.
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